Critical pressure-deficient operating conditions frequently occur in water distribution networks. Head driven analysis (HDA) of water distribution networks allows for the pressure-dependent nature of nodal flows and, therefore, yields the actual nodal flows and heads for both normal and subnormal pressure conditions. Hence, HDA simulation models are more practical than demand driven analysis models that assume that all demands are satisfied in full even under pressure-deficient conditions. This paper describes an approach in which a new pressure-dependent demand function that has no discontinuities has been incorporated in the Gradient Method. The procedure has been tested extensively and demonstrated to be capable of effectively simulating both normal and pressuredeficient operating conditions. The algorithm's convergence is smooth and rapid thanks to a line search and backtracking procedure that ensures progress towards the solution in each iteration. The results presented herein would appear to confirm that the proposed method is robust and efficient.
INTRODUCTION
There are two types of hydraulic analysis models in the literature. The conventional approach, known as demand driven analysis (DDA), assumes that nodal demands are always satisfied regardless of the amount of pressure in a water distribution network (WDN). DDA is capable of ana- hence the need for HDA. However, whenever DDA is used, the actual hydraulic performance of the network cannot be evaluated and the common expedient is to penalize solutions that violate the residual pressure constraints.
This approach can be risky as determining the penalty function parameters can be complicated and case sensitive.
Other situations where HDA would be more appropriate include leakage estimation, hydraulic reliability analysis, headroom or reserve capacity assessment (e.g. based on medium or long term demand projections), simulations of and would impose an adverse effect on the overall computational time. The development of HDA algorithms that are robust and efficient has thus become a pressing issue. This paper demonstrates the effectiveness of combining a new continuous pressure dependent demand function, an efficient and robust over-relaxation procedure and the Gradient Method (GM) to form a model capable of handling real networks involving both normal and pressure deficient conditions. The algorithm will be referred to as the head dependent gradient method (HDGM) here.
The HDGM is tested with a technique known as a Hydraulic Feasibility Test (Ackley et al. ; Tanyimboh et al. ) and results generated are compared with EPANET 2 (Rossman ). Also included are results for a real network.
The work presented is the first phase of a project, the overall objective of which is to develop a new methodology based on HDA for the optimal design and long term rehabilitation and upgrading of WDNs based on evolutionary computing.
METHODS

Previous work shows that the Tanyimboh & Templeman
() pressure-dependent demand function is computationally efficient. Compared to other nodal head-flow relationships, this function is unique in that the function and its derivative have no discontinuities. This allows a smooth transition between zero and partial nodal flow and between partial and full demand satisfaction, avoiding convergence difficulties in the computational solution of the system of constitutive equations. The Tanyimboh & Templeman () function can be described as:
where Qn i and Hn i are the nodal flow and head, respectively, at demand node i. Qn i req is the required supply at node i. Both α i and β i are parameters to be calibrated with relevant field data. A network hydraulics model is defined through a set of equations corresponding to two conservation laws, namely mass balance at nodes and energy conservation along hydraulic links. These equations can be solved simultaneously using a unified formulation such as the GM (Todini & Pilati ) as described below:
where A 11 represents the diagonal matrix whose elements are the K j (Qp j ) nÀ1 . K j and n are the pipe resistance coefficient and flow exponent in the head loss formula respectively. Qp j is the flow rate in pipe j. The overall configuration of the network is represented by the incidence matrix A 12 which relates the pipes to nodes with unknown heads, and by the incidence (2) is differentiated with respect to the pipe discharges and nodal heads to give: (2) can be rewritten as:
by substituting Equations (4) and (5) into Equation (3), the iterative formulation of the HDGM can be described as:
where F and A are written as:
After updating the nodal heads using Equations (6) to (8), the pipe flow rates are then updated as: 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The first example illustrated in Figure 2 For all nodes, the desired residual head was set to 15 m.
Removing the pumps (as mentioned above) created a pressure-deficient condition that resulted in a network demand satisfaction ratio (DSR) of 0.645. A comparison of the nodal heads is shown in Figure 3 where it can be observed that the DDA heads are lower for some nodes, especially those with a DSR that is lower than 1.0 as shown in Figure 3 .
For the sake of accuracy verification, the HDGM heads were compared to the heads generated by PRAAWDS (Program for the Realistic Analysis of the Availability of Water in Distribution Systems) (Tanyimboh ) and an excellent correlation of R 2 ¼ 0.9999998 was achieved.
The HDGM simulation was executed for a series of reservoir heads to enable the network to experience both normal and abnormal operating conditions. The heads of the reservoirs were reduced intensely to simulate an extremely low network DSR. The head of each reservoir was then increased consistently by 1 m for every subsequent simulation until a DSR of 1.0 was achieved. Figure 4 shows the network performance with respect to each reservoir. One can clearly determine the reservoir heads corresponding to any network DSR value. A total of 70 simulations were carried out in this way without convergence complications. This suggests that the HDGM is robust and is capable of analysing the hydraulic network at any pressure operating condition.
To ensure that the HDGM did not converge spuriously and that the real solution had been found, the norm of the right hand side of Equation (3) the two models. However, if the HDGM were to adopt the EPANET 2 convergence criteria, the average number of iterations would reduce to 6.55 (Figure 7) . HDGM nodal head results for both stopping criteria were compared and it was observed that the average difference between the two sets was 3.145 × 10 À4 m which is very small and insignificant. Hence this demonstrates that analyzing a WDN with HDA can be computationally efficient as well and HDA is worth considering as the hydraulic simulation model in WDN optimization processes.
The Hydraulic Feasibility Tests for seven simulations evenly chosen out of the 70 were carried out where the HDGM nodal flows were used as demands in EPANET 2 and the resulting EPANET 2 heads and pipe flows based on DDA were compared to those of the HDGM (i.e. the HDA results for the pressure-deficient condition). Figure 8 shows the perfect agreement in results.
The second example (Figure 9 ) is a layout generated by 
